Hybrid automata have been proposed as a language for modelling and analysing the interaction of digital and analogue dynamics in embedded computer systems. In this paper, hybrid automata are studied from a dynamical systems perspective. Extending earlier work on conditions for existence and uniqueness of executions of hybrid automata, we characterise a class of hybrid automata whose executions depend continuously on the initial state. The continuity conditions are subsequently used to derive an extension of LaSalle's principle for studying the stability of invariant sets of states of hybrid automata.
Introduction
Despite intense research activity in recent years, many fundamental questions regarding the dynamical p r o p erties of hybrid systems still remain unresolved. In this paper, we try to address such problems for a fairly large class of hybrid systems, known as hybrid automata.
Earlier work by the authors [l] centred around conditions for existence and uniqueness of executions for hybrid automata. Global existence was also studied, in the context of Zeno executions, i.e. executions that take an infinite number of discrete transitions in a finite amount of time [Z] .
In this paper, this line of work is pursued further by establishing conditions that guarantee that the executions of a hybrid automaton depend continuously on the initial state. Even though the class of hybrid systems that possess this property is known to be restricted 
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we feel that these conditions can be of general interest. For one thing, models that are sensitive to the choice of initial conditions are more difficult to simulate, or analyse numerically. Furthermore, we show how, using continuity properties, one can derive an extension of LaSalle's principle for studying the stability of invariant sets to hybrid automata. Our earlier work in this direction [4] produced a statement of the invariance principle which involved a number of seemingly cumbersome and unintuitive conditions. In this paper we establish an explicit link between the invariance requirements and continuity of the system executions with respect to the initial state. This allows us to reformulate the earlier results in a more general and natural framework.
The paper is organised in five sections. The definitions of hybrid automata and executions are given in Section 2. In Section 3, continuity of executions with respect to initial conditions is defined and a class of systems that possesses this property is characterised. Using this characterisation of continuity, LaSalle's invariance principle is extended to hybrid automata, in Section 4. A summary and a discussion of ongoing work are given in Section 5 . To avoid interrupting the flow of the paper, straight-forward proofs have been omitted. Sketches of the remaining proofs are given in the appendix.
Definitions and Notation
Before we state the results of this paper, we recall some of the definitions and notation of [l] . For a finite collection V of variables, let V denote the set of valuations (possible value assignments) of these variables. We use a lower case letter to denote both a variable and its valuation; the interpretation should be clear from the cgntext. We refer to variables whose set of valuations is finite or countable as discrete, and to variables whose set of valuations is a subset of a Euclidean space as continuous. For a set of continuous variables X with X = E%" for some n 2 0, we assume that X is given the Euclidean metric topology, and use (1. 11 to denote the Euclidean norm. For a set of discrete variables Q, we assume that Q is given the discrete topology (every subset is an open set), generated by the metric d D ( q , q ' ) = 0 if q = q' and dD(q,q') = 1 if q # q'. We denote the valuations of the union Q U X by Q x X, with the product topology generated by the metric We assume that a subset U of a topological space is given the induced subset topology, and we use to denote its closure, U" its interior, aU = U \ U" its boundary, U ' its complement, JUI its cardinality, and P ( U ) its power set (i.e., the set of all subsets of U ) . In logic formulas, we use A to denote "and".
A hybrid automaton is a dynamical system that describes the evolution in time of the valuations of a set of discrete and continuous variables. where 
Q is a finite set of discrete variables;
X is a finite set of continuous variables;
Init c Q x X is a set of initial states; ITN> 
6).
Note that the right endpoint of one interval coincides with the left endpoint of the following interval. The interpretation is that these are the times at which discrete transitions take place. Note also that s i = r: is allowed, therefore multiple discrete transitions may take place at the same time. Since all hybrid automata discussed here are time invariant we assume that TO = 0 without loss of generality.
Hybrid time trajectories can extend to infinity if T is an infinite sequence, or if it is a finite sequence endinn with an interval of the form ITN, 00 For a hybrid time trajectory T = { I i } C o , let (7) denote the set {O, l , . . . ,N} if N is finite and {O, l , .
We use q and 2: to denote, respectively, the evolution of the discrete and continuous state over T . U
It is sometimes convenient to visualise hybrid automata as directed graphs (Q, E ) with vertices Q and edges E. The graphical notation is illustrated in the following example.
is a map from (7) to Q and z = {za : i E ( r ) } is a collection of differentiable maps. 
(q(o),zo(o)) E Init; for all t E [ T~, T ; ) , i'(t) = f ( q ( i ) , z ' ( t ) ) and f o r all i E ( T ) \ {A'), e = ( q ( i ) , q ( i + 1)) E E , z'(t) E D(q(i)); and zi(r:) E G(e), and Z'+'(T;+~) E R(e,zi(T:)).
We The results developed in the next section involve the set of states reachable by a hybrid automaton and the set of states from which continuous evolution is impossible.
The set of states reachable by H , Reach", is defined as 
$(t,n,z) C DW).
For certain classes of hybrid automata the computation of OUtH and h a c h H is straightforward [l] . Reachability computations are, however, difficult in general.
To ensure that the state remains in the domain we impose an additional standing assumption. Let 
Using the conditions of Lemma 2.1, one can show that the water tank system is domain preserving.
Continuity with Initial Conditions
In general, the behaviour of hybrid automata may change dramatically even for small changes in initial conditions. This fact is ( ( Q ( N ) , ? N ( i~) ) , ( q ( N ) , z N ( T~) ) ) < B .
Roughly speaking, H is continuous if two executions starting close to one another remain close to one another. Notice that if H is continuous, one can choose 6 such that finite executions starting within 6 of one another go through the same sequence of discrete transitions.
The following theorem provides conditions under which a hybrid automaton is guaranteed t o he continuous. (q(in),zi"(6,)) + ({,%). The w-limit set, S, c Q x X , of x E &r is the set of all w-limit points of
X .
The following proposition establishes some basic prop erties of w h i t sets for deterministic, continuous hybrid automata.
L e m m a 4. ( T ) such that d ( ( q ( t ) , z " ( t ) ) , S , ) < r for all n > K and
from which a discrete transition is possible, then from all neighbouring states we can do the same. ~h~ ob servation is summarised in the following lemma.
The proof (omitted) is an extension of the corresponding proofs for continuous dynamical systems (see for example [9] E &E(qo,zo) approaches A4 as t + 7 ( x ) . unions, M , the unique largest invariant set contained in S1 U SZ, exists. The proof is similar t o the one for continuous systems and is omitted. We demonstrate the use of this extension of LaSalle's invariance principle on the water tank system.
$(t,qo,y) E D(qo)" for all t E ( O , T ( y ) ) ; and
Example Consider the water tank hybrid automaton and assume that r1 = TZ = 0, and max(vl,vz) < w i U~+ U Z . It is easy t o show that this is a non-blocking, deterministic, continuous, Zen0 hybrid automaton, Con-, sider the set R = {q1,q2} x {z E RZ : z1 2 0 A z 2 2 0 Amax{(w-vz)zl +vlrz, UZZI+ (w-vl)zz} 5 K } for an arbitrary K > 0. Clearly R is compact. One can also
show that R is invariant, by induction on the length of the system executions. A straight-forward computation reveals that
{ q 2 } x {z E R2 : converges to
{ q l , q z } x t(O,o)} as t -t Vx).
Notice that since K can he taken arbitrarily large in the example, the set {ql,qz} x {(O,O)} is, in a sense, g l o b ally attracting. The conclusion of the example could also have been derived using the properties of Zeno executions established in [2] . The advantage of using LaSalle's principle is that it does not require one t o integrate the differential equations and argue about their solutions, which is needed, for example, to establish that the system is Zeno.
Conclusions
We view the results in this paper as one more step towards the analysis of hybrid systems from a dynamical systems perspective. We are currently pursuing this line of work further by research into methods for dealing with composition and abstraction in hybrid systems. Abstraction allows one t o simplify complex decisionmaking problems into hierarchical control systems. To formalise this process, however, it is essential to develop consistent methods for aggregating system p r o p erties from one level of the hierarchy t o another. We will study this problem in conjunction with the related problem of composition of hybrid systems, in order to get a more "scalable" modelling framework. This will allow us t o extend the hybrid automata framework (which often has been applied only t o relatively small problems) t o large systems, like mobile robotic systems with a diversity of sensors and actuators. 
